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LETTER FROM THE PRINCIPAL 

Farewell January and hello February. This
month is about nature and insects, we
want to show the importance of insects
and what they can provide for us. We
planned an entertaining event for our
children to have fun learning about
insects.   
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NAHOULA AND HER FRIENDS

On the 28th of February, we talked about BEE! We talked
about how the bee is important to us, and what they
produce. Our children wore a bee custom to participate in
the event. It was a really fun day! It was filled with activities
and movies!   
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INSECT
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This month we studied insects! We teach them how
it is important to us, where they can be found, and
what they do! We also learned about their life span
and types of insects.



Our children learn the letters O - U - L with Arabic letters
such as ض - ط - ظ. We give our children lots of examples to
be able to memorize and distinguish between the letters
such as exercise, pictures, and toys. 

LETTERS ضضض

طط
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NUMBERS

For the numbers section, we learned the numbers from
1 to 9. We showed them what the number looks like
and we combined the counting with the numbers of
legs of an insect! 
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RECTANGLE

This month we focused on the shape rectangle. We did
lots of activities based on that shape. As you can see in
the pictures below, our children were having fun during
the learning process.
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Cute Babies
 

We got new pictures to share with our lovely babies! 
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GALLARY

for more photos please check our Snapchat
and Parent app
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